Highlighted Industry News
Northrop Grumman to acquire Orbital ATK for $9.2 Billion. This combination will
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enhance capabilities, innovation, and competition for customers.

Boeing wins nearly $600 million contract for Air Force One preliminary design.
These planes will replace the VC– 25A aircraft currently used as the presidential planes,
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Foley aerospace plant dedicates expansion that will bring 260 new jobs. The new
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space will be dedicated to a new generation of more fuel– efficient engines used by Airbus.

International Defense and Aerospace Firm will have new regional HQ in Plano.
The almost 12,000 square foot operation will start out with 35 employees with hopes of
doubling that number.
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Meggitt Polymers & Composites to Create 211 Rockmart Jobs, Invest $30M.
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Meggitt Polymers & Composites will create an additional 211 jobs and invest $30 million to
expand its facility in Rockmart, Georgia.

Dynetics kicks off project to build Alabama rocket test facility. The facility will be a
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three building complex to support the development and testing of large rocket components.

A startup created by ex– Google engineers is raising $40 million to make drones
that fly themselves.
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Rexnord Corporation building new aerospace HQ in Illinois. The 248,000 square FIND OUT MORE
- foot facility will retain 310 jobs while creating another 25 in the future.

What do Recruiters and Hiring Managers Look for in a Resume?
There are many formats and styles to resumes and candidates commonly ask what makes a good resume
stand out. Surely many of you have heard the comment that people who review many resume’s as part of
their job spend 15 to 20 seconds per resume before they decide to move on or take a more thorough look.
When I became a recruiter, I did not understand how you could review a resume and determine the quality
of a candidate that quickly. The secret is that resume reviewers look for key considerations. So, if you have
them, make them stand out! Here are some key areas to highlight on your resume:
Position titles and companies – relevant positions from recognized solid companies, make them stand out.
Duration in companies – Nobody wants a job hopper, especially for key positions. If candidates have a history
of job hopping they will likely do it on their next job as well. A series of positions less than 3 years with each
company can be a red flag.
Multiple positions of increasing responsibility – Good candidates will have several positions of increasing
responsibility over a period of time with the same company. Great candidates will have that at each
company they have worked. Make sure your resume clearly shows this if applicable.
Participation in Leadership Development Programs (LDP) – The investment associated with sending a
candidate through a companies’ LDP is significant. That experience attracts attention and should be
prominently noted.
(Cont. on next page)

Education – Solid degrees from good schools are always a positive to a hiring manager.
Certifications – Certifications convey that the candidate has been trained
and tested by the certifying agency in the noted area of expertise.
Certifications from industry leaders is always the best.
1 to 2 pages preferred - 3 pages Max – If you can’t get your relevant
experience on 3 pages, you probably won’t be efficient in the work
place either.

“The most valuable of all talents is
that of never using two words
when one will do.”
—Thomas Jefferson

Misspelled words, poor grammar, inconsistent format – Enough said!
Show all relevant positions – I hear too often that, “a resume writer told me, only show the last 10 years’
experience because some people discriminate on age”. My philosophy is to show all of your positions even if
30 years ago. A General Manager with a start as a journeyman machinist is many times considered higher
value than one without since they have been in the trenches and understand the employee issues from their
perspective.
For additional information please see contact information at the end of this newsletter or follow the links
below.

Link to Aerospace Practice area here:
http://pin-pointsolutions.com/practice-area-aerospace-defense/
For information on Westport International Employee Value Proposition (EVP), please follow this link.
http://westportintl.com/elevate-companies-capabilities-evp/
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Operations Leader - SC, IL
EHS Manager - CA
Mfg. Engineers - GA
Plant Manager - MI
Value Stream Manager - UT
Manufacturing Engineers - GA
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Site Quality Leaders - UT
Program Manager - GA, UT
Controls Engineer - SC
Design Engineer - GA
Division Operations Director - Multi– Site Responsibility - TX

Leadership: Dan O’Connor
Dan O’Connor is an Aerospace professional with over 30 years of
experience in Engineering Management, Program Management
and Customer Interface. He has supported both large and small
companies that include Boeing, General Dynamics, Lockheed and
D3 Technologies/LMI Aerospace.
Dan’s strong technical background and leadership capabilities were
recognized by D3 Technologies when they acted on his proposal in
2005 to build, staff and manage the Southeast Division in
Greenville, SC. During his tenure there as Director of Engineering,
he procured and/or managed the support of new aircraft
development programs with Lockheed, Boeing commercial
platforms, Airbus, Honda Jet, Spirit Aerospace, Triumph and many
more.
During this time, Dan has also supported the Upstate Aviation
Cluster in efforts to stimulate growth and coordination of aviation
companies in South Carolina and is an active member of the South
Carolina Aerospace Advisory Board. Dan’s role is Managing Director
- Engineering, with a focus on Aerospace and Defense.
Connect with Dan on LinkedIn
Connect with Dan on pin-pointsolutions.com

Dan O’Connor
Practice Area Director
Phone: 864– 672– 9742
Dan@pin-pointsolutions.com

